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Amazon Publishing, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. In the Arkansas Ozarks, old-timers spin tales of the Wowzer, a giant panther-like
creature that decapitates those who wander too far into the woods. County sheriff s deputy Jerry
was raised on Wowzer stories, but they aren t enough to stop him from carrying out his own
business in the remote hills. Jerry s more than a sheriff s deputy; he moonlights as muscle for local
drug traffickers, who sometimes need people to get hurt--or get dead. Fortunately, Jerry s pretty
good at his job. And since Tom Haskell runs the sheriff s office and the drug-protection racket, Jerry
doesn t see much of a moral dilemma. That is, until he starts thinking about getting out of the
trade, and then things get complicated fast. For starters, Jerry s girl Maggie flees the state after
learning about a disturbing diagnosis tucked inside Jerry s psych report. And now Sheriff Haskell is
dragging his feet paying Jerry his cut of the drug money. Is Haskell just reluctant to lose his top
muscle? Or is he plotting to take out the man who knows his dirtiest secrets? Fans...
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Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Carol Lehner II-- Carol Lehner II

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Jakubowski-- Melody Jakubowski
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